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Abstract: The quantum efficiency of CZTSSe (copper zinc tin sulphur selenium) thin film solar cells is numerically simulated at
different temperatures and under a set of bias conditions about the efficiency limiting factors. A systematic methodology is
developed and integrated into the proposed model to simulate the characteristics in the quantum efficiency. The proposed model is
demonstrated with respect to an ideal device model under a set of bias conditions to selectively deactivate performance limiting
parameters under light and voltage biased conditions. Under particular wavelength regions and bias conditions, a particular type of
defects near the heterojunction interface significantly impact the carrier collection of devices. This deep acceptor type defect
distribution is located in the band of +/- 0.3 eV from the midgap. These defect states influence CZTSSe spectral responses of red and
IR light wavelength regions in quantum efficiency caused by affected depletion width toward the back contact. Therefore, the
quantum efficiency of CZTSSe devices is altered disproportionally at biased conditions.
Key words: Degradation, thin film solar cells, defects, modeling.

1. Introduction
Q-E (quantum efficiency) measurements are a
popular and practical method to understand the
photocarrier generation and loss mechanism in
optoelectronic devices such as detectors, thin film solar
cell. Quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
number of extracted charge carriers to the number of
incident photons. IQE (internal quantum efficiency) is
the ratio of the number of charge carriers extracted
from the cell to the number of photons absorbed in the
active layer whereas external quantum efficiency
includes reflection loss. To model quantum efficiency,
the analytical model is accounted for the simplified set
of parameters to fit while the numerical simulation
requires a number of parameters to extract the quantum
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efficiency model. With these critical parameter sets,
modeling Q-E deepens the understanding of the
recombination process as the magnitude of Q-E is
inversely proportional to the recombination process.
Moreover, the spectral response of Q-E provides
information about the spatial distribution of the charge
recombination path. Although P-type CZTSSe (copper
zinc tin sulphur selenium) thin film solar cells have
proven a number of advantages over conventional solar
cells such as high absorption coefficient (>104 cm−1)
and ideal direct bandgap (1.4 ~ 1.5 eV) with earth
abundant low cost materials which enable a perfect
platform for high-efficient low-cost photovoltaic
application [1-5], CZTSSe solar cells suffer from
severe recombination loss showing less than 12.6%
efficiency [1, 6]. CZTSSe is also called kesterite solar
cells following the crystal structure including CZTS
(copper zinc tin sulphur) and CZTSe (copper zinc tin
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selenium) solar cells devices. Conversely, similar thin
film solar cells show a dramatic improvement over the
last five years. The best efficiency from zincblende
(CdTe) solar cells is 21.5% and chalcopyrite (CIGS)
solar cells is 21.7% ZSW. However, the maximum
theoretical efficiency of CZTSSe solar cells based on
the Shockley-Queisser limit is about 32.2% which
implies there is much room for the improvement [7].
Since the QE spectral responses can provide the
information to identify the loss mechanism of
CZTSSe solar cells, Q-E modeling and measurements
are highly required to achieve the recombination path
information and passivation to maximum possible
efficiency.
There are different types of recombination paths to
lower the carrier collection process at different
interfaces such as buffer/window, heterojunction, and
absorber/back contact. At these interfaces, recombination
active defects are present due to intrinsic symmetry
effects [8], lattice mismatch, and segregation of
impurities aggravated by grain boundaries, which are
inevitable for polycrystalline solar cells. The
recombination current enhances forward diode current
which deteriorates the conversion efficiency.
One of the device parameters which attribute the
deficiency in conversion efficiency is the open circuit
voltage (Voc) that accounts for the forward bias on the
solar cell due to the bias of the solar cell junction with
the light-generated current. This is a point where diode
current is equivalent to light-generated current,
affected by the saturation current of the solar cell. An
important effect comes from the saturation current,
which depends on recombination in the solar cell and
can vary by orders of magnitude. Therefore, Voc
depends on the recombination in the device. Diode
saturation current is a function of bandgap increasing
with bandgap. Despite a recent significant
improvement, one of the most fundamental problems
that remain is lower Voc [9, 10]. Moving Voc beyond
750 mV in CZTSSe solar cells requires improvements
in both recombination and built-in potential of the

junction. Firstly, the recombination currents provide
the dominant contribution to the saturation current and
hence, the reduction of the recombination current can
result in higher Voc. Secondly, the built-in potential of
the junction is determined by the doping levels in the
heterojunction participating layers. The higher the
doping concentration is, the higher the Voc. In addition,
the work function of contact metals and the back
contact barrier affect Voc which is well published
elsewhere [11, 12].

2. Experminetal Method
The spectral response of CZTSSe thin film solar
cells is studied with quantum efficiency device
modeling at particular wavelengths to understand the
efficiency limiting factors. This will also provide the
proper interpretation of device behaviors when a
device is measured by quantum efficiency at different
temperatures, for instance, 200 K and 300 K. We
simulated quantum efficiency by utilizing SCAPS
simulator version 3.2.01. In this work, we focus on the
efficiency limiting factor by investigating the influence
of near-interface defect states on quantum efficiency at
particular bias conditions with the intention of
evaluating peculiar quantum efficiency responses by
defect distributions with adjusting numerical
parameters. Furthermore, we simulated the
temperature-dependent spectral response of quantum
efficiency for the same defect model.
Input parameters in each material are thickness,
relative permittivity, electron mobility, hole mobility,
acceptor concentration, donor concentration, band gap,
and effective density of states. The modeled device
structure of CZTSSe thin film solar cell is with ZnO
window layer, CdS buffer, CZTSSe absorber, and
Molybdenum (Mo) back contact. In Table 1, input
parameters are illustrated for the reference. To avoid
the complexity of interface defects at absorber/back
contact, absorber/buffer, and buffer/window, we
adopted the basic input parameters from literature,
theories, or reasonable estimates [13-16].
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Table 1 Parameter set used in this work and types of defects (a: acceptor, d: donor, n: neutral).
Parameters
Thickness
Band gap
Electron affinity
Relative permittivity
Effective density of state
Effective density of state
Electron thermal velocity
Hole thermal velocity
Electron mobility
Hole mobility
Donor concentration

ZnO
200
3.3
4.4
9
2.2
1.8
1.0
1.0
100
25
10.0

CdS
50
2.4
4.2
10
2.2
1.8
1.0
1.0
100
25
1.0

CZTSSe
2,500
1.2-1.3
4.1
10
2.2
1.8
1.0
1.0
100
25
0

Acceptor concentration

Symbol (unit)
d (nm)
Eg (eV)
χ (eV)
/ r
NC (1018 cm-3)
NV (1019 cm-3)
vn (107 cm/s)
vp (107 cm/s)
µn (cm2/V)
µp (cm2/V)
ND (1017 cm-3)
N (1014 cm-3)

0

0

2.0

Defect type

a, d, n

d

a

d/a/n

A

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Ideal Trap Free Case
For the baseline study, the initial simulations of both
I-V (current-voltage) and Q-E (quantum efficiency)
have been done without traps near the heterojunction
interface. The default illumination spectrum condition
is set to standard AM 1.5 and operation temperature are
set to 300 K. A representative result of the simulated
I-V curve of a CZTSSe device without heterojunction
defects is demonstrated in Fig. 1a. As anticipated, an
ideal steep I-V curve leads to conversion efficiency,
15.3% with the emphasis on higher Voc (661 mV) and
FF (72.5%) than any reported emprical Voc and FF due
to the intrinsic defect-free interface. The trend of an
ideal device in Fig. 1a is explained elsewhere [17] that
hetero-interface collection efficiency with voltage is
due only to bias-dependent interface recombination
losses occurring in regions that are thin compared to
the absorption length 1/α. Therefore, short-circuit
conductance at zero-bias can be used to evaluate
interface recombination losses at any combination of
electrical bias and wavelength as shown below.
exp

1

,

1
where, J is current density, J0 is reverse saturation

current, n = ideality factor, k is boltzman constant, T is
temperature, λ is a wavelength, V is voltage, JL0 is the
H = 1 value of the light current reverse saturation
current, and H(λ, V) is a collection function written as
the product, g(λ, V)·h(V), which are the bulk
recombination/absorption and the bias dependence of
interfacial recombination, respectively [17]. With the
presence of a reasonable depletion width that can
accommodate the generation of charge carriers, the
short circuit conductance is affected by the interfacial
recombination term, h(V). Accordingly, the simulated
I-V curve in Fig. 1b shows significant Voc improvement
by showing nearly zero slope of I-V curve at short
circuit condition (< 2.6 mS/cm2) which can be justified
with the alleviated recombination. The total forward
diode current can be decreased by lowered recombination
current by showing the ideal slope at the short circuit
current condition [17]. Consequently, the resulting
quantum efficiency is demonstrated in Fig. 1c, which
demonstrates the simulated quantum efficiency of the
same device with the highest efficiency as a function of
applied bias voltage. At zero bias, good carrier
collection is observed at most of the wavelength
regions. However, the carrier collection deteriorates as
applied bias increases, caused by reduced depletion
width of absorber by applied biases. To confirm the
uniformity of reduced carrier collection at each
wavelength region, we compare carrier collection
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 1 I-V and Q-E of ideal CZTSSe solar cell without interface or near-interface defects, (a) structure of CZTSSe solar cell
used in this simulation, (b) I-V with efficiency (15.3%), Voc (661 mV), FF (72.5%), Jsc (32.0 mA/cm2), (c) Q-E at biased
conditions ( 1.0 V, 0.0 V, 0.2 V, 0.4 V, 0.6 V), (d) normalized Q-E (Q-E at each bias divided by Q-E at full collection, 1 V).

at each bias with full collection by applying negative
bias, 1 V [17]. In Fig. 1d, each simulated Q-E at each
bias (0, 200, 400, and 600 mV) is normalized by full
carrier collection with Q-E at
1 V. From the
normalized Q-E, we concluded that the shape of the
normalized Q-E response is similar to the spectral
response of the device without normalization which
has ideal uniform doping and defect throughout the

absorber layer. In other words, lateral effects in the
absorber, for instance, horizontal doping fluctuation in
Fig. 1a, is ruled out to avoid the complexity of
modeling. Furthermore, the bias dependent normalized
Q-E response shows the nearly uniform collapse of
quantum efficiency by keeping their curve shape over
the wide range of wavelengths with the trend of
increasing absorber collection loss due to reduced
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depletion width by applied biases near (500-800 nm)
and (800-1,033 nm).
3.2 Trends by Various Interface Defect Distributions
The simulation with near-interface defects begins
with placing acceptor and donor type defects near both
conduction and valence bands as well as midgap. The
SCAPS simulator allows three different parameter sets
of interface defects for both acceptor and donor types
that significantly affect the device performance
(capture cross sections, defect energy level Et, defect
density). However, realistic CZTSSe devices consist of
complex multilayers with defects and/or defect
compounds at the interface between CZTSSe and CdS.
Moreover, it is widely accepted the direct measurement
of this layers’ electronic properties is difficult due to
complicated window structures with CdS, ZnO, and
TCO layers inter-diffusion. Hence, we focus on main
effects in quantum efficiency when a thin defective
interface layer between CdS and CZTSSe is added in
this study. For consistency with reported literature,
theories, or reasonable estimates, capture cross sections
are fixed at 1.0 × 10-12 cm2 for electrons and 1.0 × 10-15
cm2 for holes at donor type defect and at 1.0 × 10-15 cm2
for electrons and 1.0 × 10-12 cm2 for holes at acceptor
type defects [12-15].
For this simulation study, we insert the thin 5 nm
defective interface layer between CdS and CZTSSe as
a representation of the interface or near-interface
defects. Input parameters are set to the same as those of
CdS except thickness and doping densities which are
set to the same values of 1 × 1014 cm-3 for donor and
acceptor assuming the intermixing of n-type dopant
(CdS) and p-type dopant (CZTSSe).
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concentrations in or near the heterojunction interface,
represented by an additional defective interface layer.
Fig. 2 shows the simulated quantum efficiency with an
inserted defective interface layer between CZTSSe and
CdS buffer layers as a function of defect concentration.
The simulation begins with defect density, 1.0 × 1015
cm-3 in this layer as a deep acceptor type bulk defect.
We located this type of defect between 0.9 eV and 1.5
eV above the top of the valence band around the
midgap (1.2 eV). As defect concentration increases to
1.0 × 1017 cm-3, we could not find particularly stronger
carrier collection losses in any specific wavelength
regions. However, we observed serious collection loss
at the absorber is demonstrated in region 2 (500-800
nm) and 3 (800-1,033 nm) once we increase defect
concentration to > 6.0 × 1017 cm-3. Slight collection
loss is found at 300-500 nm with slight inflection of
collection near 500 nm. This simulated peculiar
spectral response is described in detail in the following
secions.
3.4 Temperature Dependence
To model this peculiarity, there are two possible
scenarios for the weaker reduction in spectral response
near 500-550 nm which is near-interface region and
stronger collapse at > 500 nm region as the bias

3.3 Impact of Defect Concentration and Energy States
In this section, we intend to clarify peculiarities that
we observed in our modeling and simulations as well as
reported data by surveying device parameters. Before
surveying the bias-impact on devices, we begin with
investigating the trend across a set of defect

Fig. 2 Q-E of CZTSSe device with the inserted interface
defective layer between CdS and CZTSSe, varying acceptor
type defect density from 1.0 × 1015 cm-3 to 6.0 × 1017 cm-3.
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Fig. 3 Quantum efficiency of CZTSSe solar cell with
defective interface layer (6.0 × 1017 cm-3) at 200 K, 250 K,
and 300 K. The intensified spectral response between
500-550 nm at 250 K and 200 K remains the same as 300 K.

increases from 1 V (full collection) to 0 V (short
circuit condition). The response (< 500 nm) from the
front contact area (ex. buffer and TCO) is ignored due
to the modeling complexity as well as lesser sensitivity
due to higher doping concentration (TCO). In the first
scenario, the quasi-neutral region of the absorber is far
more sensitive to the electric field reduction from the
full collection electric field due to near-interface
acceptor type defects with the modified weaker electric
field. For the second scenario, which is a most probable
scenario, the electric field at the heterojunction
interface is greater than the electric field at the absorber
and reduced less at the applied greater bias by the
inserted defect state distributions. To check the
difference in scenarios, we now compare three
different temperatures to reduce the ionization
probability of all the charge carrier states to confirm
any stronger energy states that tend to have the higher
possibility of ionization by different temperature. As
temperature decreases from 300 K to 200 K, the
spectral response from the same device with defect
concentration, 6.0 × 1017 cm-3 with energy states
between 0.9 eV and 1.5 eV is illustrated in Fig. 3. As
expected, the reduction in temperature reduces the net
dominant recombination mechanism which also
improves Voc [18]. Consequently, the spectral
responses in Q-E increases as temperature decreases

from 300 K to 200 K. The regions from 500 nm to 900
nm show the Q-E reduction compared to a slight
change in the other regions. However, the intensified
spectral response between 500-550 nm remains the
same at lower temperatures as 300 K compared to the
rest of wavelength regions at the same compared
temperature. In other words, the shape of curves is kept
the same at lower temperatures, indicating the overall
recombination
mechanism
of
the
absorber
quasi-neutral and the interface is decreased by lower
temperatures. Consequently, the quantum efficiency
increases as temperature goes down.
3.5 The Impact of Light and Voltage Biases
The described tendencies of defect concentrations
depend also on the defect energy state as well as defect
concentrations. With only increasing the energy state
of acceptor type defect distributions from the valence
band or decreasing from the conduction band to 0.9 eV
~ 1.5 eV, this peculiar spectral response with the
inflection near > 500 nm becomes stronger. On the
other hand, increasing the energy state of donor type
defect distributions in those energy states shows a weak
dependence on this peculiarity. Hence, we set defect
concentration at 6.0 × 1017 cm-3 as deep acceptor type
defects +/- 0.3 eV from the midgap and the resulting
biased quantum efficiency is shown in Fig. 4. As
expected, the quantum efficiency at 1 V (not shown),
over all wavelength regions indicates similar spectral
response compared to that of the device without defects
in Fig. 1c as 1 V bias provides the possible full
collection at heterojunction [17]. As applied bias
reaches until 0 V, slight absorber loss is observed
similar to Fig. 1c. However, once bias increases above
0.2 V, the stronger collapse of Q-E response occurs at
both < 500 nm and > 550 nm as compared to the region
500-550 nm. However, the reduction of quantum
efficiency between 500-550 nm is milder than the other
regions. This peculiar Q-E response occurs with a spike
near 520-530 nm in the blue light region which is also
reported in their measurements in literature [19, 20].
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Fig. 4 Quan
ntum efficiencyy of CZTSSe solar cell witth
defective interfface layer at 0 V and 0.25 V with
w and withou
ut
light biased (0..01 sun, 1 W/m2, at 400 nm) att 0 V and 0.25 V
V.

With insertedd deep accepptor type defects near thhe
heterojunction interface laayer, we are able
a
to explaiin
the aggravateed quantum efficiency drop
p in < 500 nm
m
and > 550 nm.
n
Considerring the preseence of higheer
defect concenntration in thhis heterojuncction interfacee,
the unionizeed acceptor type defectt distributionns
between 0.9 ~ 1.5 eV arouund the midgaap influence thhe
electric field and
a hence spaace charge reg
gion of absorbeer
toward the baack contact. A
Accordingly, higher electriic
field near the heterojuncttion interface facilitates thhe
increased abssorption by a front part of
o the absorbeer
near CdS layyer. Howeverr, this higherr electric fielld
decreases abbsorption by the majority
y of CZTSS
Se
absorber tow
ward the backk contact. Hen
nce, increasinng
voltage bias to 0.2 V andd 0.2 V furth
her reduces thhe
depletion widdth even afterr shortened depletion
d
widtth
with higher interface
i
defeects. To elim
minate interfacce
defect effectss, applying weak blue lightt bias (400nm
m)
can compenssates ionized defects by trapping holees
from the vaalence band by verifying
g the spectraal
response at > 550 nm in quuantum efficiency. Using this
model, weak light bias (1 W
W/m2, 0.01 su
un) is applied tto
the same devvice at 0 V and 0.25 V in Fig. 4 annd
highlighted with
w normalizzed Q-E for th
he comparisoon
between 0.25 V and 0 V inn Fig. 5. Weak
k blue light biaas
onto window
w and buffer llayers almost fully recoverrs
CZTSSe absoorber carrier collection ev
ven at 0.25 V
V.
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n the regions of < 400 nm
m and >
Excludding noises in
1,000 nm,
n normalizzed Q-E in Fig. 4 clearly inndicates
weak blue
b
light biass recovers thee carrier colleection of
absorber near > 550
0 nm at both 0 V and 0.255 V with
small increase
i
near < 500 nm. At 0.25 V, the ddepletion
width with
w light biass is larger thann that of withoout weak
blue light
l
bias. Therefore,
T
w can confi
we
firm the
defects
compensation of io
onized deep near-interface
n
betweeen 0.9 eV and
d 1.5 eV and recovers
r
the ddepletion
width which increaases carrier coollection in C
CZTSSe
absorber.
The presence of deep
d
acceptor type
t
bulk defe
fects (0.9
eV
1.5 eV) in the
t defectivee interface laayer can
effectiively decreasses the depleetion width nnear the
heterojjunction interfface by increaasing negativee charge
densityy, which only can be compensated by addditional
bias ligght. Without light bias in Fig.
F 6a, the ddefective
interfaace layer im
mpacts the electric field of the
quasi-nneutral region
n of the absorrber layer by pinning
the eleectric field of the interface layer at its maximum
within the device ind
duced due to innserted near-iinterface
defect states. The qu
uantum efficieency at the inteerface is
subjectt to be intenssified due to this pinned iinterface
layer. Once the ligh
ht bias is appplied to this ddefective
interfaace layer, in
nterface deffect states w
will be
compensated with generated
g
holees which incrrease the

Fig. 5 Normalized Q-E
Q (Q-E at blu
ue light bias diivided by
Q-E at no
n light bias) with
w defective in
nterface layer att 0 V and
0.25 V when weak blu
ue light bias (00.01 sun, 1 W/m
m2 at 400
nm) is present.
p
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4. Con
nclusions

((a)

We have sysstematically modeled qquantum
efficienncy responses of CZTSSee thin film soolar cell
devices at differentt temperaturess and under a set of
biased conditions by
b comparingg a defect-freee ideal
device and a device with defectivve interface laayer. For
CZTSS
Se solar cells, it is assumeed that deep aacceptor
type neear-heterojuncction interfacee defects from
m 0.9 eV
1.5 eV
e above the top
t of the valeence band are difficult
to be compensated
c
which providde additional nnegative
charges in space charge
c
regionns. These addditional
ionizedd defects prrovide additioonal doping to the
heterojjunction interrface which cramp the ddepletion
width and hence, weaker
w
spectraal responses nnear red
and IR
R regions. This trend is inntensified withh biased
Q-E measurements,
m
which will guide
g
the direection of
future research in CZ
ZTSSe solar cells
c
device m
modeling
and exxperiments. Although
A
it iss clear that reepetitive
measurrements need
d to be carrried out to explain
simulaation results on the same ceells, this studyy shows
fairly good
g
agreemeent with numeerical calculattion and
reporteed experimenttal results.
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Fig. 6 Light biased (1 W/m
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0.25 V, (a) band diagram wiithout light bia
as at 0.25 V, (b
b)
band diagram
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vel (EFn) than (aa)
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depletion widdth toward thhe back contaact in Fig. 6bb.
Hence, the depletion
d
widtth of the abssorber is wideer
than the devvice in Fig. 66a. The band
d diagram annd
carrier densitty of holes annd electrons indicate
i
higheer
electric fieldd with less hole concen
ntration at thhe
interface, ressulting in smaaller depletion
n width in thhe
presence of thhe defective innterface layerr.
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